
Dating  Advice:  Best  Online
Dating Photo Tips

On this week’s episode of Single in Stilettos, founder and
matchmaker Suzanne Oshima talks to relationship expert Wendy
Newman to offer their dating advice for those who want to
improve  their  online  dating  profile  photos.  Learn  how  to
attract a quality partner through your online dating profiles
with the following dating tips.

Dating Advice On Taking Your Best
Profile Photo

1. Do it for you. Get comfortable and take photos of yourself
that look simple and natural. Don’t have anything in your
profile photo that distracts from the message that you’re
looking for someone. Also avoid posting group photos as a main
way to represent yourself, it gets confusing.

Related Link: Author Wendy Newman Shares the Relationship and
Love Advice She Learned After 121(!) First Dates

2. Know what you’re showing. You only have a few photos to
show who you really are. Be aware of what you’re showcasing,
and try to provide a variety. If you only upload photos where
you’re out drinking or working out, a person online will think
that’s  all  you  care  about  and  that  you  don’t  have  other
interests. It’s a sure way to get yourself overlooked.

Related Link: Dating Advice: Don’t Be a Rules Girl!

3. Have a full body shot. You want to show what you really
look like. Avoid taking shots that misrepresent how your body
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naturally appears. Be comfortable in your own body and be
yourself. Let your potential date choose whether or not they
want to meet you based on how you look. It avoids awkward in-
person interactions in the future.

For more relationship advice videos and additional information
Single in Stilettos show, click here.

For more videos from CupidsPulse.com, check out our YouTube
channel.
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